We also have a number of co-investigators who are helping with parts of this programme:

**RQ 1:** Providing baseline economic forecasts for the UK and regions to 2035, as well as alternative projections for automation scenarios and accompanying reporting. For use by Warwick and Sheffield

**RQ 1:** Updating Working Futures - a quantitative assessment of the employment prospects for the UK, including the future size and composition of the labour market. **RQ2** – Providing support to NFER on our simulation modelling of the supply of essential employment skills in 2035

**RQ1:** Will be utilising the detailed occupational employment projections produced by Working Futures to generate estimates of future knowledge-based and essential employment skill demands.

**RQ2:** Will be providing support and expertise to NFER colleagues who are developing our approach to measuring essential employment skills, for use in our survey instrument

**RQ4:** Educational Trajectories Matching LEO & ASHE data to essential employment skills measure data to consider how different trajectories relate to the development of skills
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**Essential Employment Skills survey:** Piloting potential skills measures, running the 3 main stage data collection activities, and provision of the final essential skills dataset, which will be used for RQs 2, 3 and 4